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AII'I'OMATIC RECOGNITION OF I,INITAR P'EAl'lIRES, SYRlROlS AND 'l'EX.l'IrREl) AREAS 
\Vl'l'lllN MAIPS 

1'111s 1)aper describes advances in ~netliods li)r tlie 
segliielitation of linear features, sucli as grids. loads. 
contours and rivers, symbols atid textured areas 
witl~in binary tnap images. Due to the l~ipli level of 
cotnplexity and occlusion within binary nlap data. 
tlie automatic classification of small non-linear 
co~iiponetits discussed in the paper, sl~ows 
retriarkable progress towards a co~nl)!etely 
autotiiatic map recogtiition system 

.Flie need for total automation it1 capturing digitised 
111nl3 dntn 118s primarily been driven by tlie liectls of 
t~rbnn 1)lannitig and public utility colnpaliles. sr~cli as 
gas. electricity and water. Autotnatic recogt~itior~ of 
Iilnll cotiil~onents olTei-s dramatic be~~elits it1 

~) la~ir l~~ig and maintaining the data 11setl I>v sucll 
conil)a~iies since their databases ale colttext 
tleoeritlerit ul)ori tnap ir~lbrtnatiori A lecent 
i~iteresting application at Nottiligham Ilniversitv lias 
I)ecti the capture of terrain dates for virtual ~eality 
systenis 

Our approach to the probletii is to scan in a 
paper-based map. thus producing a raster ittiage. 
convert the image to a vectorised format, arid tlien 
allelnpt to extract or segment sitnilar structuretl 
cotnpotients witliin the niap iniage into various 
layers or strata. However, maps are a source of 
extremely coniplex binary images due to tlie intense 
occlusion incurred by the constituent co~iil)o~icrits 
For this reason the task of autotnatic recogtlitiotl of 
all classes of pattern withill sucli documents retilaitis 
a diflicult one to solve. 

l'lle layout of the paper includes an overall 
c;~tegorisatioti of tlie tilap data used. Followed by a 
~lescr~l)t~ori of tlie tiiodel by wliicli tlie data is 
extracted, along with results showing lines arid areas 
srrccesslillly extracted arid classified. aritl coliclritles 
wltli a suliililary of sollie of tlie benefits this syste~ri 
oll'ets i n  relation to previous work carried out it1 tlie 
liclti 

2. Overall Catcgorisatio~~ or Rial) Data 

The higlily co~nplcx hiliary itnages. produced as a 
result of digitisation of geographical maps. reflects 
tlie abundant amount of intricate detail these 
tlocuriierits cotitaitl. UK Ordanance Survey 
Landranger Series tnap with a scale of 1.50 000 niay 
typically illr~strate eleven tiiain categories of 
constituents witliin its key. However, a category 
may iticlude ul1to twenty five direretit sub-classes. 
Soti~etinles there is only a subtle distinction in 
structure between these With the aid of colour, 
tliese subtle differences are easily distinguishable, 
brrt when presented it1 binary form. a hierarchical 
model rnust be cot~structed to identify eacli class. 

111 our system. liiap data from tlie Ordatiance Survey 
1,atldranger Series ( 1.50000 scale ) lias been taken. 
The categories witllin tlie mal) legends have been 
sortetl ir~to a Ilierarcliical niodel to illustrate tile 
stl.ucture of the various coristitr~etit classes. This is 
su~i~~i~arised witliii~ figure I 

3. Rlodel for S e g r ~ ~ c ~ ~ t a t i o ~ r  

'l'lie detection and extraction of textured areas and 
long linear structures, sucli as tlie grid lines, roads. 
railway lines and some cotitour lines, are carried out 
it1 diflerent ways Tlie scl~eniatic approach used, is 
to detect and extract all tlie grid lines, then reniove 
all other long linear sttuctures. and finally detect 
textured areas by their enclosed syn~bols. The 
following sectiot~s outli~ie the ~neclianistiis by which 
these componelits are segli~er~ted from a binary map 
itiiage. 

Grid Lines are seg~iiented from tlie binary image 
based on the properties of equi-distance and 
straiglitness of vectors ivitliiti the map. Horizontal 
grid lilies are detected indel)eridetitly of vertical grid 
lilies, although the principle bel~ind both sets is the 
same Considering tlie detection of grid lines in one 
of  the two axes, tlte first stage involves the graphical 
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Figure I : Map Data Categorisatio~r 

analysis of map vector lengths passing throtigh each 
value in the axis. This is shown in figure 2 as 
exa~iiplified with the vertical lines only A "h,lexican 
hat" type filter is then applied to emphasise the 
peaks and reduce the noise in this graph. The mode. 
or highest peak, of the graph is assur~ied to 
represent one of the grid lines in the axis considered. 
Coristraint upon the graph values allow o~ily tlie 
weighted means of areas (the middle point of each 
area) from readings that exceed twice thr tirean 
value of the entire graph. as shown it1 figure 3 Tlie 
result is a list of values in the axis tCpt are 
1.cprese11ted by the large peaks of tlic graph 
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Figure 2 : Detection of Grid lines 

I:rccl~~ency of tlie grid lines complete thei~ detectiot~ 
I;or encli pair of peaks in the original graph, a value 
is added to a new graph at a point corresponding to 
the d~stance between the two peaks. The value that 

IS added is tlie srrialler height ot the two peaks. The 
graph is smoothed in order to crmbine very close 
values The mode of this graph is assumed to 
represent tlie regular interval between vertical grid 
lities on the map 

Tlie known x- cr the y-coordinate of one grid line, 
and the determined interval between grid lines now 
enable a perfect set of grid line, in the axis 
considercd. to be constructed. So in the original 
map. any line that fulfils both of the following 
conditions is then removed as being part of a grid 
line: 

Is nearly vertical. 
Centres near a position at an integer multiple of 
the calculated interval from the known vertical 
grid line. 

3.2 Ren~ovnl of  lottg linear structures 

All the individual lines that make up the map are 
g~ouped into objects. A line is in the same object as 
another line if the shortest distance between them is 
within a certain fixed tolerance, or they are 
connected via other lines in this way. The shortest 
distance between two lines is determined according 
to the properties of tlie lines. An object's size is 
considered equal to the largest distance between any 
pair of line endpoints within that ohject. Thus, 
objects comprising the map may be separated 
according to an arbitrary size threshold. For 
example. small objects will include rnap symbols. 
text, textured areas and dotted lines, and long 
sqmglictti-like objects will include roads and contour 
liries 

3.3 Segnlcntmtion of Textured Arens 

Textriied areas are distinguished by the presence of 
a cluster of identically structured symbols. So, in 
order to detect such areas, the detection of the 
cluster is essential Using the vector information of a 
map. under the assumption that all long lines have 
beer1 successfitllv removed. a textured area is 



determined in the following manner Firstly, 
detection of known symbols for sucli areas is 
carried out, initially on the basis of component size. 
but hrther supported by feature inforniation of the 
pattern, such as number of end points, degree of 
complexity and density of line segments within tlie 
pattern Each detected symbol is then Ial>elletl by its 
type and centre of gravity locatio~~ i n  the map 
inlaye This plocess accorlnt.; for the t~injo~ity of 
discriminations between symbols and si~~iilnr sized 
niap componejlts, such as text However. a small 
percentage of symbols, overlapping witli similar 
sized map components may be categorised at a later 
stage of the map segmentation systeln. when 
labelled areas may aslo be updated 

The second stage towards extraction irivolves 
determining if symbols, labelled with the same type, 
form a cluster in the image, and if so. how many 
synibols contribute to the sanie cluste~ This 
clustering information is obtained by irsing a 
3-Nearest Neighbour algorithm on each of the 
symbols of the same type. 

The boundary of a textured area is not always 
displayed as a solid line. Sometimes i t  is represented 
by dashed lines, and sometimes there are 110 lities 
around the area. For this reason. the hou~idary is 
determined using the co-ordinate locatio~is of 
symbols on the edge of a cluster 

4 Results 

perfect,. it is more than adequate to identify the 
position and spacing of the grids as well as the skew 
angle which has been calculated in this instance to 
be 0.32 degrees. The very small circles scattered in 
tlie figure are "noise". 

The following set of figures illustrate the extractio~i 
of grid lines, long linear structures. "textured" areas 
and symbols from a map image scanned at 300dpi. 
The original image is shown in figure 4 

Figure 6 show: the extracted long vectors which 
correspond to features such as roads, contours and 
railway lines. 

Finally, text and other symbol-sized components are 
segmented as shown in tigure 7, while "textured" 
areas, such as woodland regions, are extracted as 
illustrated in figure 8. 

Figure 4 : OR IC tNAL IFAACE 

The segmentation process identifies grid lines as 
shown in figure 5. Altliough the segmentation is not 



Figure 7 : SvrlSoLS 

Most map recognition systetns have focusetl upon 
specific con~ponents within cotlfined areas of a lnap. 
or in maps of lesser complexity than tliose used in 
this work. Cadastral maps' are a prime target for 
automatic recognition. since their use has sucll a 
great impact on urban planning [BOA92]. However. 
i t  is acknowledged that the approach in [BOA921 
fails when synibols touch or overlap lines, wliicll is a 
feature commonly found within land register maps. 
Many systems have concentrated upon nutilerical 
text within maps. One such application of number 
recognition has been to investigate the depth 
soundings within Hydrographic field sheets 
[MEL91]. Although, the number identification 
approach carried out is very similar to that in 
[COS90], the the problem occurring between digits 
attached to neighbouring linework is addressed 
Linework in maps have received a fair amoullt of 

T liese ninps. also known as lntid register toops. describe the 
COIIICSI. 
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attenticw [NAG90j[SIJZ87]. The foundations of a 
system called MARIS' [SUZ90] show that lines 
remainin!; in a binary image may be distinguished by 
criteria of thickness of title. periodicity in pattern 
sllapcs a~ iJ  a general process o r  elimination. General 
cha1ac:er recogrl~tion within maps [RAF89] is by far 
a Illore diflicult task, as text is presented in various 
sizes, forlts ant1 ~~'ientntions 

Due to the high proportion of touching and 
occluded patterns. the segmentation of specific map 
coniponents is a problem that has been evaded or 
approached with matly constraints [MA92][EJ190]. 
The work presented in this paper has shown an 
approach towards full segmentation of components 
within binary images of fairly corrlplex maps with 
minimal constraints 
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